We have constructed a perceptron type neural network for E.coli promoter prediction and improved its ability to generalize with a new technique for selecting the sequence features shown during training. We have also reconstructed five previous prediction methods and compared the effectiveness of those methods and our neural network. Surprisingly, the simple statistical method of Mulligan et al. performed the best amongst the previous methods. Our neural network was comparable to Mulligan's method when false positives were kept low and better than Mulligan's method when false negatives were kept low. We also showed the correlation between the prediction rates of neural networks achieved by previous researchers and the Information content of their data sets.
INTRODUCTION
With the expanding sequence data available and the abundance of possible techniques for sequence analysis, it is important to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of diverse methods for predicting functional sites in nucleic acid sequences. The oldest and simplest technique is to construct a consensus sequence from known sites and compare it against candidate sites. This is effective for well defined sites such as restriction enzyme recognition sites but does not allow for hierarchical base preferences. For less well defined sites, base frequency matrices containing the frequency of each base at each position in a compilation of known sites are commonly used. This preserves much more information than a consensus sequence alone and has been used frequently in the analysis of promoters (1-3). Numerous attempts have been made to use pattern recognition techniques to go beyond a simple frequency table or to interpret a frequency table in a sophisticated way (4-7). One particular pattern recognition technique that has been reported to give good results is the use of neural networks (8) (9) (10) (11) .
We have trained a neural network to predict promoter sites and introduce a technique for selecting input to the network, in which the network itself determines the input units to be used during training. The networks used have no hidden units but are shown some higher order information, in the form of the base content of certain regions of input sequences, thus allowing for limited higher order learning. Our network is then compared with five previous methods, as well as previous neural networks, for prediction accuracy using common data sets.
We demonstrate the importance of using consistent methodology when evaluating the efficacy of alternative prediction schemes. It is quite common to quote one percentage and claim to have improved on previous results when in actuality one percentage does not indicate much at all. To do a fair job of evaluation the percentage of both false positives and false negatives must be calculated at several representative thresholds and the generality or relative difficulty of the test set used must be considered. In fact, it is often the case that the test set contains sequences that are quite similar to training sequences. We found that the differences in reported prediction accuracies using the same method could be explained in terms of the information content of the data sets used for estimation.
METHODS

Database
The promoter sequences used were obtained from Harley and Reynolds' compilation (12) . Sequences less than full length (14 bases before the -35 hexamer and 11 bases after the -10 hexamer) were discarded. This also served to remove all of the heat shock promoter elements from the database. To avoid introducing biases by counting variations of the same basic sequence more that once, sequences that contained nearly identical sections were grouped together (Table 1) . Nearly identical was defined here as having a stretch of 15 continuous bases with one or no mismatches. The corresponding stretches were required to occur within 3 bases of the same position in the sequence. The resulting 147 groups were equally weighted during both testing and training regardless of the number of members within each group. All of the groups consisted of 1,2,3 or 6 sequences allowing the groups to be given equal weight by including single sequences in the data set 6 times, pairs of sequences 3 times, triples twice and sextuples once. Thus 100 groups would correspond to a data set size of 600 (non-independent) sequences. Sequences from coding regions in GenBank release 65.0 were chosen randomly as negative data.
Training and Test Sets
In order to provide an objective test of methods that were based on the earlier promoter compilation of Hawley and McClure (13) , the groups were divided into 98 groups that were included in Hawley's compilation and 49 newer groups. The 98 older groups (training set B) were divided into a 49 group training set (training set A) and a 49 group test set (test set A) to be used for experimenting with network architectures and parameters. The 49 newer groups then provided a test set (test set B) for final evaluation of predictive algorithms. Hawley and McClure's alignment was used for the earlier groups, while Harley and Reynolds' alignment was used for the later ones. Coding region data was grouped into three sets, none of which shared any identical sequences with any other. The coding training set contained 5146 sequences which were trained for 21 continuous window positions allowing for approximately 110,000 rounds of training without repeating negative examples. As with the promoter data, two negative test sets were made, negative test set A for experimenting with parameters (5807 sequences) and negative test set B for final evaluation (11614 sequences). The negative test sets were evaluated at only one window position per sequence.
Information Content
The information content of a set of aligned sequences was calculated by
where bp stands for the base positions of the sequence and f b is the frequency of each base at the given base position. This is equivalent to Schneider et al's (14) formula using 0.25 for all a priori base frequencies.
Neural Networks
We developed several programs in C with a UNIX workstation to create and analyze neural networks. All of the networks discussed here were without hidden units (perceptron architecture).
Initial Input. As shown in Figure 1 , two regions of the sequences were selected to be used as possible input, an upstream region of 25 bases with the start of the -35 hexamer being in the 15th position and a downstream region of 27 bases with the start of the -10 hexamer being in the 1 lth position. Spacing data from 15-21 bases was input with binary coding to seven input units. During training of promoter examples the spacing from the respective compilation's alignment was shown to the network directly, while at all other stages the spacing that gave the highest network output was used. The network output should ideally be one for promoters and zero for non-promoters, therefore training negative examples with the alignment giving the highest output is equivalent to training the network with the negative alignment on which it performed the worst.
Data Representation.
Input was shown to the network in the form of individual bases and also in the form of the combination of two bases joined by an OR function, giving a total of seven possible input units for each base position. For example, if the given base was a purine the input unit for (A or G) was turned on, thus allowing the information, that a purine base is important, to be learned by the network in a concise way. The content data for length n regions of the sequences were also input. This should facilitate the learning of patterns such as a low G+C content or the presence of poly-A subsequences. In the final network only single position units and length n=12 content units were used (Fig. 1) .
Trimming the input units. The network input units were 'trimmed' by removing the input that was used the least (i.e. whose weight had the smallest absolute value) after a fixed number of rounds of training, and then retraining the network as shown in Figure 2 . This process was repeated until an appropriate amount of input units remained. In order to compare weights representing individual bases to those representing the base content of a window of length n it was necessary to normalize the inputs. For normalization we used the following function which gives a range of (0,1) and an expected value of 0.5 for any length n:
Here k is the number of times the given base or pair of bases occurs in the input window of length n; p is the a priori probability of occurrence, equal to 1/4 for bases and 1/2 for pairs; and q is 1 -p. As can be seen, the summation term is equal to the cumulative probability of the given base being found less than k times in a binomial distribution.
Training. The networks were trained with the back propagation algorithm (15) with a learning rate of 15 divided by the number of inputs, corresponding to 0.185 for 81 input units and a momentum of 0.5. As in Rumelhart et al. (15) the momentum was implemented as follows:
where AW;(n+1) is the change to the weight of the i* input on the n+ 1 th round of training, rj is the learning rate, 5 is the error signal, i is the value of the i* input and a is the momentum. Figure 2 . The process of trimming one input unit is shown. The input unit that corresponds to the smallest (absolute value) weight after training is trimmed, then all the weights are set to zero and the network is retrained without the trimmed input unit.
The error signal is the difference between the output of the network and the target output for the given input. During some of our preliminary work the target output was set to one for promoters and zero for non-promoter sequences. It was found, however, that setting the target values to 0.9 and 0.1 as in (11) improved generalization ability somewhat and those target values were used for all final results. A complete description of the back propagation algorithm has been described elsewhere (11, (15) (16) (17) and therefore will not be described here.
Determining Parameters. The optimal learning parameters were determined using the accuracy of the network on test set A. Here the network's accuracy was calculated as the percent of negative examples classified correctly when the network threshhold was adjusted for 80% correct classification of the test set A promoters. If for example, 80 % of the test set A promoters obtained a score of 0.6 or more with a particular set of network weights then that network's accuracy was considered to be the percent of negative test set A sequences that scored below 0.6. In particular, the optimal number of rounds of training was determined by sampling the accuracy of the network with test set A while using training set A to train the network. Thus the optimal number of rounds of training does not directly reflect the difficulty of the training examples (e.g. training the network until the total error falls below a certain level), but is empirically derived using test set A in order to reduce overlearning. This is necessary because sometimes (as in the trimmed input curve of Fig. 3 ) a neural network's performance against unseen data actually goes down when the network is trained past a certain optimal number of rounds of training. The final network was trained with all of the older data (training set B) with the learning parameters and number of rounds of training established using only the older data (training and test set A).
Previous Methods
Mulligan et al. 's Method. Mulligan et al. 's weight matrix was used directly (2)
. Their method is essentially equivalent to summing the entry of the base frequency matrix/sqrt(4) over the length of the candidate sequence, and then adding the frequency of the spacing class/sqrt(7) to obtain a score. This score is then compared to a threshold to make the desired prediction. Here 4 and 7 correspond to the number of possible bases and the number of possible spacing classes.
Staden 's Method. Staden's published matrix was used directly for comparison (3). His method is similar to Mulligan et al.'s except that the log of the frequencies is summed without dividing by the square root. Summing the log of the frequencies is equivalent to multiplying the frequencies, which can be thought of as probabilities.
Alexandrov and Mironov's Method. Aexandrov's published matrix and another matrix obtained from Alexandrov personally were used (7) . Their method is a modified 'general portrait' method which finds the distinguishing vector giving the largest separation between two sets of points in a feature space. They also strove to find the minimum set of variables needed for successful prediction and their method does, in fact, have fewer parameters than any other listed here. It should be noted that they used some of the promoters in Harley and Reynolds' compilation thus excluding a true test set for evaluation.
O 'Neill 's Method from the Journal of Biological Chemistry. This method was reproduced from O'Neill's paper (5) . To reproduce his data base an additional promoter sequence was taken from Gentz and Bujard (18) . This prediction scheme consists of a series of tests in which a candidate sequence is compared to a template and passes that test if it has more than a certain number of matches to the template. Separate sets of tests are provided for bacterial spacing classes 16,17,18 and the phage 17 base spacing class. If a candidate sequence passes any of those sets of tests it is predicted to be a promoter.
O'Neill's Method from the Journal of Molecular Biology. Also reproduced from the published paper (6), this method is similar to the one published in JBC but uses a modified information content function compared to a series of templates' frequency tables rather than just the number of mismatches for the criterion of the tests performed. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Neural Network
Using test set A, it was found that trimming the weights to a total of 81 input units out of a possible 581 gave the best results for the 49 group training set. This significantly increased the ability of the network to generalize (Fig. 3) . With the content units, trimming the input units improved the results with both test sets. However, when content units were not included, trimming actually worsened the results with test set B. This indicates that trimming input units is not always effective and that there is a difference between test set A and test set B (see below). Although it was not obvious if or by what amount the number of input units should be increased for the 98 group training set, we used 97 input units and one bias giving a total of 98 variable weights. In keeping with this we used 146 input units for the combined (training set B plus test set B) 147 groups of promoters. The final network's weights after 3528 rounds of training are shown in Table 2 . As expected, most of the inputs units cluster around the conserved hexamers. It can also been seen that the requirement for high A+T content is much stronger in the -10 region than in the -35 region.
The final network was one of many that we experimented with using the older promoters. In particular, we found that hidden units did not improve accuracy. We also tried selecting the input units whose inputs were statistically the most significantly different from what would be expected at random instead of trimming the input units as described in Methods. This is similar to the approach taken by Abremski et al. (10), except that we considered individual bases and content units while Abremski et al. considered individual bases and base pairs. Trimming gave the best results however, possibly indicating that some non-linear information was learned. Many window lengths for the content input were also tried, most of whose accuracy with test set A could be improved by trimming. A window length of 12 gave the best results and was therefore used in the final network. Table 3 models. Staden's method appears slightly better here but Mulligan et al.'s method performed better than Staden's when thresholds were set to lower levels of false negatives, despite the fact that Hawley and Reynolds (12) used Staden's log frequency criterion for their alignment (the alignment of Hawley and Reynolds was used for the test set). Attempts were made to further enhance these two methods by adjusting the training set, using small sample approximation in calculating base frequencies and adjusting the position and number of base frequencies used. This did not improve the prediction rate even when test set B was used to adjust those parameters (results not shown). The results of our network were found to be quite similar to Mulligan et al. ' s method for all levels of false negatives (Fig. 4) . Here our network fared slightly better than a neural net did in the analysis of ATP-binding motif prediction, where Hirst and Stemberg (19) found a statistical method to perform marginally better than a perceptron type network.
Comparison with Other Methods
Of the more sophisticated methods, O'Neill's rule based methods appeared to be too specific to the training data. His method does not allow for adjustment with a simple parameter, but when the threshold of our network was adjusted to the high false negative level of 71.4% (28.6% of promoters correctly predicted) it produced only 0.02% false positives compared to O'Neill's 0.04% and 0.05%. It should be noted, however, that those rules are only for 16,17 and 18 base spacing class promoters and that using our general promoter database for evaluation probably lowered their prediction accuracy. Alexandrov's weight matrices also did not perform well on our test set.
Comparison with Other Neural Nets
O'Neill (9) and Demeler and Zhou (11) have previously reported excellent results with neural networks. When our network was trained and tested with their data sets however, it was found to give comparable results (Table 4) . The difference in prediction rates with these different data sets seems to be explainable to a large extent by the differences in information content of the combined training and test sets (Fig. 5) . It should be noted that a) sum of three regions plus gap penalty, b) +1 region excluded, c) includes some sequences outside the training set used, d) published matrix, e) matrix obtained through personal communication. a) The + column contains the percent of promoters correctly predicted while the -column contains the percent of non-promoters mistakenly predicted to be promoters.
both of their data sets are essentially subsets of our data set built from all of Harley and Reynolds' (12) compilation and we therefore consider them to be less general. In particular Demeler and Zhou's data set contains only promoters that were identified during or before 1983 and O'Neill's data set contains only promoters of the 17 base spacing class.
Extended Data Sets
As can be seen in Table 3 , while showing a comparable performance to Mulligan et al. 's method on the testing set, our neural network did much better than Mulligan et al.'s method on the training set. When the threshhold was set for 80% correct prediction of test promoters our neural network correctly predicted all of the training promoters. This result suggested that a neural network might do better if either the training data was expanded or if the restrictions limiting homology between the data sets were relaxed. We tried both, separately and together. First we tried enlarging the data set by training the network on all of training set B plus 25 of the 49 test set B groups and testing with the 24 remaining test set B groups. As before the number of input units was trimmed to equal 1 less than the number of homology groups in the training data. The number of rounds of training was kept as close as possible to that determined before with test set A, with the restriction that the number of rounds of training was always set to be a multiple of the size of the training set (see Methods section Database). The 25 group and 24 group halves were then interchanged and the results were averaged. The results were again comparable to Mulligan et al. 's method when the respective training data was used to recalculate Mulligan et al.'s weights (results not shown). Since this did not increase the neural network's relative performance we tried loosening the restriction on homology (see Methods section Database) to merely forbidding identical sequences from being in both training and testing sets. With this looser restriction 100 sequences, corresponding to 83 homology groups, were found in Harley and Reynolds' compilation that were not present in Hawley and McClure's compilation. Using these 83 groups as an extended test set B, our network, with its original training set B, and Mulligan et al.'s method, with its original weights, again showed comparable performance (results not shown). When the new, less restricted extended test set B was used to enlarge the training data however, the results were different. Here we divided the 100 sequences making up the extended test set B randomly into two halves of 50 sequences each. Upon grouping, these two halves gave 46 and 49 homology groups respectively. The training data was enlarged by including one half of the extended test set B with the training data and using the other half for testing. Added to the 98 groups from Hawley and McClure's compilation (training set B) this gave training sets of 144 and 147 groups respectively. Mulligan's weights were also recalculated using the base frequencies of the new training sets. Fig. 6(a) shows the results from predicting half of the extended test set B with our network trained with training set B plus the other half of the extended test set B. Fig. 6(b) shows the results obtained when the roles of the 'halves' above were interchanged, i.e. when the extended test set B groups used for evaluation in Fig 6(a) were added to training set B and the extended test set B groups added to the training set in Fig. 6 (a) were used for evaluation. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , the resultant neural networks clearly performed better than Mulligan et al.'s method when false negatives were kept to within 5% or less.
New Promoters
Interestingly, while a large database is clearly favorable to prediction schemes, especially neural networks, the question of whether simply identifying more promoters will easily allow for better prediction of unknown promoters or not is a difficult one. This is because there is no guarantee that the characteristics of new promoters will be exactly the same as those of known promoters. As a comparison of the percent of false positives in Fig. 3 and Table 3 indicates, test set B, which consists mainly of promoters identified between 1983 and 1987, was consistently harder to predict than test set A, which consists of promoters identified in or before 1983. The reason for this is not obvious from the average number of matches to the hexamers or the average A+T content of the earlier and later promoters (8.2 matches vs. 8.0 matches and 62% vs. 57% A+T content). The information content between the two groups does differ somewhat however, with the older promoters having 11.20 bits of information in their most conserved 30 positions and the newer promoters having only 9.94 bits of information in their 30 most conserved positions. This is despite the smaller size of the newer group, which would tend to give it a higher amount of information due to random noise. It may be that later experimental techniques allowed for the identification of weaker promoters, but we have not compared published strengths of promoters to confirm this. It should also be mentioned that recent findings involving synthetic promoters have challenged the basic framework upon which the prediction methods compared here are based (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . In particular the positioning of the hexamers relative to the transcription start site and the spacing between the two hexamers appears not to be as constrained as previously thought. Although it has not been shown that such 'unusual' promoter structures are common in natural promoters their existence should be considered in future prediction schemes.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Roughly speaking, if the number of known sequences is less than the number of features needed to describe their common functional motif, a neural network seems unlikely to produce good results. In this case, a weight matrix produced by the extremely simple operation of summing the base frequencies after alignment may, as it did here, produce quite reasonable results. When, as is the case of E.coli promoters, there is a sizable but limited database the form and number of inputs shown to a neural net has been shown to be important. Selecting the correct input has, in fact, been a focal point not only of this work, but also of previous researchers (8, 10) .
In principle, the use of hidden units in neural nets makes it possible to learn high order correlations between sequences and function. In this work however, we were not able to obtain better results by using hidden units. This finding is similar to the reported results of using neural networks for predicting protein secondary structure (16, 17, 25, 26) . Moreover, Demeler and Zhou (11) reported that the number of hidden layer units does not have a significant effect on prediction accuracy. O'Neill (9) reported good results predicting promoters using hidden units but did not compare his results with a perceptron architecture network.
In this discussion we should mention some potential problems with our choice of using coding regions at random for our negative data. One potential problem is that, as promoters are sometimes located in the coding regions of other genes, it is possible that our negative data contained some (albeit a very small percentage) actual promoters. Neural networks are known for being robust against low levels of noise and we felt that a possible very low level of contamination of the negative data with promoter sequences could be tolerated. Perhaps a more serious possibility was that our network might memorize the characteristics of coding regions and therefore have a poor ability to reconize non-promoter sequences from non-coding regions. It seemed unlikely to us that the network could learn the characteristics of coding regions as the coding regions were presented randomly with respect to frame and strand, and the perceptron archeticture would not allow for learning three base periodicities. Moreover, the base composition of the coding regions chosen did not show any strong biases with a 27% thymine composition being the largest deviation. Interestingly however, when the methods listed in Table 3 . were tested with 50% A+T content random data for negative test data, all of the methods prediction accuracies dropped slightly. Mulligan's method for example fell from 0.85% false positives to 1.42% false positives. Our neural network's accuracy fell slightly more from 0.86% false positives to 1.89% false positives. These differences are small however, and shouldn't change the validity or usefulness of the results reported in this paper. In fact, when comparing our network with the results of O'Neill's and Demeler et al.'s networks we trained our network with 50% and 60% A+T content random data respectively. The results in (Table  4) indicate that our network's success did not rely upon using coding regions for negative data and also show that it was not necessary to use promoter down mutations as O'Neill did to achieve his reported accuracy.
In conclusion, we have improved the generalization ability of a neural network for predicting promoters by trimming input units with a new technique that is applicable to any neural network used in sequence analysis. The resulting trimmed network was found to be superior to the best alternative method on training data and roughly equal to or better than it on testing data. In particular, the neural network achieved good results when the data set was large and the level of false negatives was kept low. 
